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   As the scale of the higher education expands and the level of schooling present 
diversifies, it is easy to be inefficient and make errors since most work of the existing 
financial management in the college are manual. With the manual accounting method, 
it is necessary to separate the data processing from the voucher to the report form into 
numerous working steps, each one of which will produce some intermediate data(such 
as item summarized form, summarized account voucher, diary account, specified 
account, the general ledger and so on ) To ensure the continuity of the individual steps 
and to gradually accumulate the required data to make the accounting report form, it is 
necessary to have the middle results formed in each step stored. The step-by-step 
transcription and duplicated storage not only are a waste of resources, but also can 
easily lead to data inconsistency. It can be said that there is a close relationship 
between the phenomena existing in the manual accounting that accounts are 
inconsistent with vouchers and report forms and the fact that the same information 
appear repeatedly. Therefore, the introduction of the information managing concept 
and the design and development of a financial management information system have 
great value. the main research contents are as follows: 
1．This thesis designs and constructs the financial management system of the 
college, which focuses on solving the problem of repeatedly inputting financial data 
by hand, the problem of the low efficiency and the trend of easily going wrong existed 
in the financial data statistics collected by hand, covering the class-pay calculation 
and its distribution, the management of the scientific research funds and special item 
funds, permanent assets management, employees welfare management, statistical 
analysis of the report and realizing the function that the financial statistics can be 
shared and various report forms can be produced automatically according to the 
customs need. 
2．This thesis systematically introduces the need analysis, the designs of the whole, 
the database and the security, and the detailed realizing process of the code in the 
advanced school- level financial system, and makes a system testing focusing on the 
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class-pay and its distribution, and the management and query of the scientific research 
fund. 
3．This thesis, by using the C / S development pattern, realizes the automation and 
the scientific management of the school- level financial system in the advanced 
university and enhances the school- level financial management.  
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近 20年间，国外大公司出现了 3 种变化：抓管理着重于建立 MIS 系统，使
管理技术走向成熟；信息是决策的依据，MIS 随时为经理们提供信息服务；经理































































































































职工福利管理、报表统计分析共 6 个模块。 
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